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do I stream from all files in a directory to all files in another directory? I have a directory which has thousands of.png files and another directory with thousands of.pdf files that I want to stream to all the png
files in the first directory. I also want it to be as efficient as possible as this is a production script. I tried doing it like this: for i in range(0,len(zip_list)): if i==0: zip_list[i]=zip(paths[i], fileName+".pdf") else:
zip_list[i]=zip(paths[i], fileName+".pdf", zip(paths[i],fileName+".png")) But it won't work because zip only looks at the first file in the list. This is the error I get: File "E:/Downloads/script.py", line 39, in
sendFiles zip_list[i]=zip(paths[i], fileName+".png") ValueError: not enough values to unpack (expected 4, got 2) So now I want to replace all the paths in my zip_list with the paths of the files in the second
directory. The second problem is that I'm trying to avoid recursion because the directories are from different servers with different file structures. I want the script to go to each directory and then if it finds
a.png file then it would replace the path with the path of the.pdf file in the directory above. If it finds a.pdf file then it would replace the.png file in the directory above with the.png file in the directory above.
And so on until it reaches the bottom directory.
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(English:At the end of the day) is a 2015 Bengali family drama film directed by the duo, Nandita Roy and Shiboprosad . Seshe (2015) Bengali x264 – 720P – x264 – 2.91GB (2019) Download Movie Torrent
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